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John Crilly, the reformed criminal who was
convicted for murder after a burglary that
went wrong in 2005, is now celebrated as a
hero after helping to fight terrorist Usman
Kahn. Kahn, the armed attacker on the
London Bridge on the 29th November, who
was eventually shot by police because he
was wearing a fake suicide belt. John Crilly
said he was “Screaming at him to blow it. I
was prepared to lose my life” when he
tackled Kahn to the ground.
Whilst Crilly and others were fighting Kahn,
the police arrived, and Crilly was yelling at
them to shoot him, saying afterwards that it
wasn’t “trigger happy” and that “they proper
took their time, to the point where I did
scream ‘shoot him’,” because they were
taking so long.
Crilly was close friends with Jack Merrit, a
university graduate (and one of the two
people Kahn unfortunately killed), and Crilly
believes that Jack changed his life with the
program. They were at the Learning
Together conference when the attack
happened. The conference was about
rehabilitating offenders, and the attack was
on them and all of the participants there.
Crilly heard a high-pitched scream from
outside and immediately rushed out knowing
something was wrong. He saw Saskia
Jones on the ground injured, and then Kahn
in the hallway holding two knives.
He yelled at Kahn to ask what he was doing
and then if he was targeting a specific
person. Crilly said that he remembers

hearing Kahn say “something about killing
people” and then that he saw “everyone
there was fair game”. Crilly assumes that
Kahn saw it as a big target as the
conference was full of police officers,
judges, security and people on probation.
He, the staff and participants worked
together to fight off Kahn using anything
they could get their hands on.

“I WAS PREPARED TO LOSE
MY LIFE ”

John Crilly first fought Kahn using a lectern
and after that switched to a fire
extinguisher, attempting to blind him. The
whole time believing he would probably die,
as Kahn still had the suicide belt on, telling
Crilly he was “waiting for police” until he set
it off. Crilly and another man chased him
out of the building and down the road
where he was shot down by police.
In total Kahn killed two people (John Merrit
and Saskia Jones), and injured three
others in the knife attack.
When Crilly was asked if he was a hero in
his own opinion, he replied “No. Jack gave
up his life, he would be my hero.". However
in many others opinions they say that he
was an “amazing hero” and extremely
brave, as he knew he could die at any
point, but still die it to protect everyone
else, many of them being strangers.
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The Bugle’s Statement:
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an
inclusive,
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and
informative newsletter is what
drives the contributors of this
publication. If you have any
comments or suggestions,
contact us and we’ll address
you issues as quickly as we
can. We can only publish if you
care.
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Tesla Cybertruck

Dear Santa…

HARIS, YEAR 9—???

ANONYMOUS

Well a few days ago, Tesla a world renowned company
announced a truck. When it was revealed everyone was in
shock. The truck was called Cybertruck.
This monstrosity is the worlds
first all electric truck with more
towing capacity than a normal
diesel run truck. But whats all the
hype about? During the
presentation they were showing
how strong the glass is ; so they
decided to throw a rock at the
glass but it cracked. As a result,
Elon Musk made the joke at least
it didn't go all the way through.

For some
reason there is
an apartment in
New York that
is always
getting
Christmas
letters..?
It’s a mystery
that has gone on for a least a decade.
Why does this one New York City
apartment keep getting letters
addressed to Santa?

Furthermore, the Tesla Cybertruck is a six seater with all the new
technology and a gigantic touch screen (which is on a marble surface big
enough to eat your dinner). All jokes aside this is revolutionizing the way
we think about trucks. To entice customers there is a the low price, it is
cost effective but still gives you the function of a truck.this also has the
elegant style of a modern Tesla.

Jim Glaub and his roommate lived in the
22nd Street Chelsea apartment when
they started pouring in their letter box
and he has now started a non-profit
charity called “Miracle on 22nd Street,”
to get more people involved in
answering the hundreds of letters.

Well thats what all the hype is about. But if you wanna learn more make
sure to watch the unveiling of the truck on youtube. I can bet you, you
wont regret watching it.

It is even being made into a movie by
Tina Fey!

Natale 2019-2020

Christmas 2019-2020

DANIEL, YEAR 10

DANIEL, YEAR 10

Il natale in Italia, si festeggia con i propri cari mangiando cibi
natalizzi come ravioli, lasagne, tacchini, patate al forno, etc.
Dopo mangiato ci si rilassa mangiando dessert come tiramisu
cioccolate calde e pandori oppure ci si esce per nei vari
negozi per decidere il regalo da fare ai parenti.

Christmas in Italy is celebrated with loved ones by eating
Christmas food such as ravioli, lasagne, turkeys, baked
potatoes, etc. After eating, we relax by having dessert
such as tiramisu, hot chocolate, and pandoro, or you go
out in the various shops to decide on a gift to give to
relatives.

Alla sera del 24-25 giunge un termine nei pasti chiamato
“cenone” e dopo il cenone del 25 per chi è praticante giunge
alla messa delle 00.00 che dura fino al ½ infine dopo la
messa ci si aprono I regali oppure la mattina.

In in the evening of the 24th-25th, 24-25 comes a meal
that is called “cenone” which means ‘The Feast of the
Seven Fishes’, and after dinner, for those who are
practicing Christians, we go to Midnight Mass, which
lasts until one or two in the morning, and after Mass,
gifts are opened, or in the morning.

Dimenticavo nel cenone vi sono degli antipasti ci sono
grissini, prosciutti focaccine la tradizione Italiana e piu famosa
a Milano nel periodo natalizio costruiscono un albero alto la
bellezza di quasi 15m e anche I vari negozi e a Roma dove
c’è il vaticano fanno la messa al aperto che dura circa 4h.
Dopo il 25 giunge il
capodanno ovvero la
fine dell’anno e l’inizio
del nuovo anno.
COME DICE UN
DETTO “A NATALE
CON I TUOI A
CAPODANNO CON
CHI VUO!”

I forgot in the dinner, there are some appetizers, there
are breadsticks, hams, focaccine. The Italian tradition,
and more famous in Milan, in the Christmas period they
build a tall Christmas tree, which is beautiful and it’s
almost 15m tall. Also, the various shops, and in Rome,
too, where the Vatican is, they do Mass at the start of the
day which lasts about 4 hours.
After the 25th comes the New Year, or the
end of the old year and the beginning of
the new year. As we say, "CHRISTMAS
WITH YOUR FAMILY, NEW YEAR’S EVE
WITH WHOEVER YOU WANT!”
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NUTS ABOUT NATURE
A SUSTAINABLE CHRISTMAS
Maisie, YEAR 9—ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTER
There are many things you can do to
make your Christmas better for the
planet, but here is a list of few that are
pretty simple (and a couple more complex
ones for those who’re really want to
change Christmas for the better), and
these can make an impact on this
season’s sustainability.
1. Send recyclable cards to people,
and only send a few. Instead you
could choose to send electronic
cards to people, as you can usually
personalise them more. It creates
less paper waste, and don’t have to
4. Get LED lights this year, they
be binned after Christmas is over!
are efficient (LED lights are 80%
more efficient than traditional
2. Get Christmas decorations that
lighting, wasting less energy), 95%
aren’t binned after the celebrations
of the energy is used on light, with
are over, choose the ones that will
make you look forward to decorating. 5% going to heat. This also makes
Not the ones you’re grateful to get rid them a bit safer, as they do not heat
up as much as most other lighting,
of…
reducing the risk of, you know catching
everything on fire.
3. There’s this amazing idea
appearing a little more frequently
5. Calculate the amount of food
about renting a real fir tree for
you’re going to need, although many
Christmas! Some of the companies
families try to use the offcuts and extra
will grow the tree, and when they’re
needed pot them and deliver them to food in the days following Christmas,
your door. When you’re done, they’ll Unilever said in the UK alone, the
equivalent of 4 million Christmas
pick them up so they can replant
dinners are wasted every year! Try to
them and continue growing them.
get the perfect (or almost perfect)
This is actually pretty cheap to do,
turkey this year - if your having oneand it's a lot better than getting a
and not one that could feed another six
plastic tree and having to store it all
people.
year round!

More Than 600 Presents
Stolen from Santa’s Grotto!
CAITLYN AND SAMRA, YEAR 8
The incident happened in Bristol in a Community
Centre at on Sunday 8th December 2019 . The Event
was cancelled due to high winds . The presents were
stored at the bowling green in Eastville park in Bristol,
after Father Christmas was unable to give them out on
Sunday . Volunteers called the police and said the theft
overnight on Monday and Tuesday had ”knocked them
for six”. Here are some quotes from some people
Volunteer Chrissy Quinnell, said: "It's really hard to
conceive that somebody would take children's
presents."
"Hundreds of people were involved in the preparations
but we had to cancel the event because of really high

winds," said Ms
Quinnell. "So the
fact the event didn't
take place was a bit
of a low point for us
and then to find this
as well.
"We're all pretty flat
at the moment."

6. Get brown paper for wrapping up all of
your presents, because it’s recyclable and
with all of the paper you get, recycle what
you can. A good way to test to see if it’s
recyclable is to scrunch it in a ball, if it
stays in that shape, you usually can recycle
it.
That’s a few different ways to make Christmas
in your house more eco-friendly, obviously you
don’t have to do all of it, but quite a few of them
are more cost efficient (are cheaper) and are
pretty simple to do. On one last note, have a
great Christmas and enjoy your break from
school!
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An Ordinary Month
Muslims fast from morning to dawn
(dawn is when we break our fast and
eat a feast/buffet). Then, before the sun
rises we wake up and eat , ready for
the next day. Some say it’s hard but I’m
used to it.

Anonymous
Winter can be a joyous time of year for some; spending
time with family and friends, snow-filled weather, Christmas
decorations hung up and not forgetting Santa’s surprise
visit. But, not everybody celebrates Christmas, for example
me! I am a Muslim, and my religion is Islam. For me, the
Christmas period in December is just a normal month,
nothing special about it except from the freezing cold
weather, and my birthday on December 15.
However, even though I do not celebrate Christmas, I have
my own celebrations like Eid, a wonderful time of year
when we join other Muslims in our area and go pray the Eid
prayer. In the morning, we celebrate by eating delicious
food, and receiving presents or money. There are two main
Eids, the big and small Eid that happens once a year. We
celebrate these Eids for a purpose. Before Eid, we fast for a
month—this is called Ramadan.

Also the timing through the year is
different; in summer, it would be longer
than winter. The reason why we fast is
because we believe that God wanted
us to feel sorry for the poor and
homeless in less wealthy and rich countries, or just people suffering
in streets and to have sympathy and compassion, feel what they are
feeling through and have awareness. So God congratulates us by
Eid, our special celebration for our accomplishments and
endurance.

Winter Around the World
SOPHIE AND GRACE, YEAR 8
In some countries they celebrate
differently to us; like some people have
festivals or don’t celebrate Christmas at
all. We’re going to look at the top 11
weird and wonderful Christmas traditions
from around the world.

sorts – people trying to burn it down.
Since 1966 the Goat has been
successfully burned down 29 times –
the most recent destruction was in
2016.

largely a novelty in the country. However, a
new, quirky “tradition” has emerged in recent
years – a Christmas Day feast of the Colonel’s
very own Kentucky Fried Chicken.

9. Krampus, Austria.
A beast-like demon creature that
roams city streets frightening kids
and punishing the bad ones – nope,
this isn’t Halloween, but St. Nicholas’
evil accomplice, Krampus. In Austrian
tradition, St. Nicholas rewards nice
little boys and girls, while Krampus is
said to capture the naughtiest
children and whisk them away in his
11. Giant Lantern Festival, Philippines sack. In the first week of December,
young men dress up as the Krampus
The Giant Lantern Festival is held each
(especially on the eve of St. Nicholas
year on the Saturday before Christmas
Day) frightening children with
Eve in the city of San Fernando (the
clattering chains and bells.
“Christmas Capital of the Philippines.”)
The festival attracts spectators from all
8. Kentucky Fried Christmas
over the country and across the globe.
Dinner, Japan
Originally, the lanterns were simple
creations made from Japanese origami
paper and lit by candle. Today, the
Christmas has never been a big deal
lanterns are made from a variety of
in Japan. Aside from a few small,
materials. They are illuminated by electric secular traditions such as gift-giving
bulbs that sparkle in a kaleidoscope of
and light displays, Christmas remains
pattern.
10. Gävle Goat, Sweden
Since 1966, a 13-metre-tall Yule Goat
has been built in the centre of Gävle’s
Castle Square for the Advent, but this
Swedish Christmas tradition has
unwittingly led to another “tradition” of

7. The Yule Lads, Iceland
In the 13 days leading up to Christmas, 13 tricky
troll-like characters come out to play in Iceland.
The Yule Lads visit the children across the
country over the 13 nights leading up to
Christmas. For each night of Yuletide, children
place their best shoes by the window and a
different Yule Lad visits leaving gifts for nice
girls and boys and rotting potatoes for the
naughty ones. Clad in traditional Icelandic
costume, these fellas are pretty mischievous.
6. Saint Nicholas’ Day, Germany
Not to be confused with Weihnachtsmann
(Father Christmas), Nikolas travels by donkey in
the middle of the night on December 6 and
leaves little treats like coins, chocolate, oranges
and toys in the shoes of good children all over
Germany, and particularly in the Bavarian
region. St. Nicholas also visits children in
schools or at home and in exchange for sweets
or a small present each child must recite a
poem, sing a song or draw a picture.
5. Norway
Perhaps one of the most unorthodox Christmas
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Eve traditions can be found in
for the eight days and nights of
Norway, where people hide their
Hanukkah. The ceremony in
brooms. It’s a tradition that dates
Washington, D.C. is marked with
back centuries to when people
speeches, music, activities for kids, and,
believed that witches and evil spirits
of course, the lighting of the Menorah.
came out on Christmas Eve looking
for brooms to ride on. To this day,
3. Venezuela
many people still hide their brooms in
the safest place in the house to stop Love Christmas, but think it could be
improved by a spot of roller-blading? If
the answer is yes, visit Caracas,
Venezuela this year. Every Christmas
Eve, the city’s residents head to church
in the early morning – so far, so normal
– but, for reasons known only to them,
they do so on roller skates. This unique
tradition is so popular that roads across
the city are closed to cars so that people
can skate to church in safety, before
heading home for the less-thantraditional Christmas dinner of
them from being stolen.
‘tamales’ (a wrap made out of cornmeal
4. Lighting of National Hanukkah
Menorah, Washington, D.C. – US
The Jewish holiday of Hanukkah is
celebrated with much fanfare across
the United States with one of the
most elaborate events taking place
on a national stage. Since 1979, a
giant nine-metre Menorah has been
raised on the White House grounds

THE GRINCH
ALTHEA, YEAR 8

dough and stuffed with meat, then
steamed).
2. Day of the Little Candles, Colombia
Little Candles’ Day (Día de las Velitas)
marks the start of the Christmas season
across Colombia. In honour of the Virgin
Mary and the Immaculate Conception,
people place candles and paper lanterns in
their windows, balconies and front yards.
The tradition of candles has grown, and now
entire towns and cities across the country
are lit up with elaborate displays.
1. Cavalcade of Lights, Toronto
In wintry, wonderful Toronto the annual
Cavalcade of Lights marks the official start
to the holiday season. The first Cavalcade
took place in 1967 to show off Toronto’s
newly constructed City Hall and Nathan
Phillips Square. The Square and Christmas
tree are illuminated by more than 300,000
energy-efficient LED lights that shine from
dusk until 11 pm until the New Year. On top
of that, you’ll get to witness spectacular
fireworks shows and engage in some
outdoor ice skating.

OUR 10 FAVOURITE CHRISTMAS
SONGS
ANONYMOUS YEAR 8s

I like the Grinch because it's about
this creature that has felt cast out
and left out so then The Grinch
grows increasingly annoyed with the
ever-growing festive cheer that
engulfs the village of Whoville. So,
he teams up with his dog to ruin the
festive spirit by playing spoil-sport.
This adaptation is bright, colorful,
and occasionally funny, but it doesn't
come close to matching the
effectiveness of the short-and-sweet
original. Mostly, The Grinch offers a
touching opportunity to enjoy the
increasingly rare sight of a wicked
one seeing the error of his ways.
High emotional classic tale of The
Grinch.
In the original, the Grinch was truly
mean to Max the dog; in this version
they have a much kinder and more
mutually enjoyable relationship.

Most Played:
1. Do They Know it’s Christmas Time? - Band
Aid
2. Last Christmas – Wham!
3. All I Want for Christmas is You! – Mariah
Carey
4. It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas
– Michael Buble
5. Holly Jolly Christmas –Burl Ives
6. Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer – Gene
Autry
7. Santa Tell Me – Ariana Grande
8. Fairytale of New York – The Pogues

Has Christmas
lost its meaning?
RUBY, YEAR 9
Just a few years ago,
Christmas was all about Jesus
being born into the world. But
now I think it is more about
presents and decorating your
house with tinsel, Christmas
lights and other such plastic
junk.
Even if you buy a real tree, it is
one that is chopped down.
Even if someone owns a
nativity set, I don’t think they
really know the meaning behind
the nativity story. I think the
closest we can get to
celebrating Christmas is being
with our close friends or family.
So this Christmas, try to spend
more time with your close ones
than admiring your presents.
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The LGBTQ+ Community
Megan, YEAR 11—ENTERTAINMENT reporter
The LGBTQ+ community is quickly
rising and some individuals do not
like it. They have nasty things to
say. But the question is would you
call someone out for being
homophobic? maybe they say these
nasty things because they simply
don’t understand. well if you are one
of those people then here is an
explanation.

attracted to both genders. Fourthly is
Transgender, Transgender is where
someone feels that they were born in the
wrong body and changes the sex that
they were born as. Penultimately is ‘Q’
this stands for questioning this is when
you know that you are part of the
community but you don’t know what way
you are part of it. The last thing is the +
which stands for the rest of the
community for example Asexual this is
when you have no sexual attraction to
anyone.
I have had a personal journey through
this community, I myself came out as
bisexual about 2 years ago. It was very
hard for me to come out because I was
scared.

There are five letters and one
symbol in the LGBTQ+ phrase and
they all mean different things. Lets
start with Lesbian, Lesbian is when
a female is attracted to another
female, pretty simple. Next is Gay,
this is similar to Lesbian but instead
of females being attracted to
females it is males attracted to
males. The ‘B’ stands for Bisexual
(Bi) this means that any gender is

Deep down I knew that my parents would
be absolutely fine with it but there is that
initial fear that they will not. I remember
the day I came out like it was yesterday, I
was sitting in my aunts living room with
my mum and it was quiet, second felt like
minutes and I remember just blurting it
out and then bursting into tears. My mum
just hugs me and says that it is absolutely
fine and she will always be there for me.
Also my sister came out as transgender
about a year ago I was the first person
she told but we helped each other
through our journeys.

We Shouldn’t
Wear Uniform
ALIYAH, YEAR 9
I believe that we shouldn't wear uniform
because...
1. It costs loads of money
2. We aren’t comfortable
3.We will be more comfortable
4. Most of the time you can't take your
blazzers off you so you will get really hot.
Many people may disagree by saying kids
should have school uniforms to be
smart but us kids disagree we believe that
school uniform doesn't help us
concentrate at all.
Hopefully everybody will agree with me
and stop the kids wearing uniform so they
can be not moaned at by the teachers
24/7.

I have experienced a lot of hate
towards me coming out
unfortunately not everyone was
supportive. Although the people
that have been nasty to me are
strangers it still affects me. The
most comments i have got was
the most recent pride, people
would walk past shouting go
home and you don’t deserve to
be here. There was even a man
who shouted in my face that I
don’t deserve to be happy. Other
than these comments I had a
great time.
If you have been a subject to
homophobic comments and you
are struggling with dealing with
these comments there are some
great charities to support you. For
example you can talk to child line
at 0800 1111 or you can visit
there website at
www.childline.co.uk. However if
you want help from a specific
LGBTQ+ charity then The Trevor
Project is a great website to visit
they have a short film and they
also have support through blogs,
text support, a phone support line
and an online messaging support
counsellor that is available 24/7.

What Is It Like Being Vegan?
Rhys, year 8
What is it like being vegan ? This article is going to educate you on how
going vegan will help you, the animals and the planet. I also want to tell
you about how brilliant it has made my life knowing I am an extremely
healthy person. I am sorry if anything that is something you disagree
with but at the end of the day people have their own opinions. Please
enjoy!
It all started on a rainy, winter Thursday afternoon. I had just arrived
home from school, it had been a good day and I was really excited for
the roast that mum was preparing for tea that evening and the whole
family would be there my grandparents , auntie and uncle and my
cousins . I rushed through to my mum who was watching TV in the
other room.
“Mum, how was your day?’ I questioned. She tilted her head so she
made eye contact with me and she started speaking about the
programme she had watched, then she mumbled ‘’darling, we are
going to stop eating meat and umm… and dairy . Those words shocked
me. I didn’t understand! But gradually I came to realise it’s not that bad!
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Have you ever heard about
any kind of movie or TV show
where there is a clear
transgender main character?
The answer to that is probably,
no. Transgender representation
in the media has been one of
the least talked about subjects
when it comes to Hollywood.
Over the past few years we
have seen a great change in
representation for the LGBTQ+
community, with movies and TV
shows featuring gay, lesbian
and bisexual characters having
their own narrative, not just
being the hairstylist or the
quirky best friend, but actual
people with their own individual
struggles, movies such as
“Love,Simon”, “Blue Is the
Warmest Colour” and “Call Me
by Your Name” are just some
great examples.

However, there always seems
to be one group of people
missing; transgender people.
There are barely any forms of
representation for transgender
people out there and Hollywood
is not the only one to blame!
The modelling Industry has
been hit with a wave of
controversy early this year,
after Ed Razek, the chief
marketing officer for L Brands
(Victoria’s Secret parent
company), made some

Trans Women Are Still Human
FRANCISCO, YEAR 11—ENTERTAINMENT reporter

“SELLING THE FANTASY”
questionable remarks after being asked
about the lack of inclusivity in the annual
fashion show. When questioned whether
there would ever be a transgender model
on the show, he responded with, “No, I
don’t think we should. Because the show is
a fantasy. It’s a 42-minute entertainment
special. That’s what it is.” After this
interview many celebrities took to social
media platforms to express their frustration
with the brand’s attitude to the modern
world. Nikita Dragun, a transgender
youtuber took to twitter to respond to
Razek’s opinion on the subject and actually
uploaded her own video to show that she
was just as capable of “selling the fantasy”
as any other woman.
Even though this was quite a public
example of the treatment of trans women,
we can’t forget that this was only one out of
an endless amount of examples of how
transgender people everywhere can be
mistreated. Anything from being bullied at
school to being overlooked in a work
environment, can be and most likely is a
reality for most people within the
community. This is an issue that has
affected many lives throughout decades,
centuries even, not only of trans individuals

but their families and
friends. Perhaps this
example of the Victoria’s
Secret Fashion Show
was an eye opener not
only for the modeling
industry but for every
major company. The
world is changing and
people would like to be
able to see someone who
could represent their
community, someone that
could give hope to
transgender individuals
who are struggling and in
need of support. People
want to see influential
figures that they could
relate to, someone that is
able to inspire others in
the community, to make
people believe in
themselves even when
life gets in the way of
their hopes and dreams.
There are already various
celebrities supporting
gay, lesbian and bisexual
people, celebrities such
as Lady Gaga, Ellen
Degeneres and Rupaul
who have all done great
work to support the
community, however it is
time for there to be a
clear transgender role
model for all the trans
people out there, who are
in need of a hero.

Norwich Vegan Festival — Sunday 22nd December
Head down to St. Andrew’s Hall in Norwich centre for food, music, and festive
atmosphere!.
A Very Merry Norwich Christmas Parkrun — Wednesday 25th December
Raising money for charity, this is an opportunity to run, jog, or walk
around Eaton Park!

Ormiston important dates for students and parents:
Spring term starts 06/01/20
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Boy is Born with a Tail!

Rebel Rebel

ANONYMOUS

RUBY, YEAR 9

A six-year-old boy born with a 'tail' is being worshipped as a
monkey god, but his parents have been forced to hide him
away due to the attention. Shivam Kumar's neighbours
believe he is a divine being due to the unusual growth of
hairs on his back, so they shower him with chocolates and
snacks.
They flocked to
see him as word
spread after he
was born in
Delhi, India, and
some came with
flowers believing
he was a
reincarnation of
Hanuman, a
powerful monkey deity for Hindus The growth shocked
doctors and Shivam's parents, including his mother Reena,
30, refuse to shave it off because "it would bring a bad
omen for our family".. The incessant visits took place for
almost a full year before the family's local guru asked them
to stop letting people carry on with worshipping him as a
God. The guru said it would have untold effects on his
psyche in later life. Since then, the boy has been living his
life normally, but continues to be pampered by his
neighbours.

Do you know who on
earth I am on about
here? If you don’t, then
where were you
between 1947 and
2016 because that’s
when the British Rock
singer and guitarist,
David Bowie, was born,
and when he died.
To be more precise, he was born on the 8th January and
died on the 10th January (not the same year, although that
would be very impressive how he managed to make a
networth of £230 million).
In 1969, David Bowie produced his first ever hit song called
‘Space Oddity’ and in case you hadn’t twigged it already, it
was in relation to the first man that walked on the moon. The
song was later rereleased on an album called ‘Ziggy
Stardust’ which remains one of his most famous albums
today along with Blackstar and The Man Who Sold The
World.
(I have a friend who is absolutely obsessed with David
Bowie so I am sending this to her for confirmation that my
facts are correct.)

#Christmas

Christmas in Portugal

LARAIB, YEAR 8

FABIANA, YEAR 10
Christmas in Portugal is very straightforward as we have traditional
holidays. We extend the Christmas
holiday in three days, 24th, 25th, 26th.

Swansea gran creates grotto with £30k
of decorations.
A grandmother from Swansea has found it
hard to kick the habit of a lifetime. That is
because Betty-Ann Jones, 77, has broken
her vow to stop turning her house into a
real-life Christmas grotto.
Over the past 50 years, Ms Jones amassed
a collection of Christmas decorations worth
about £30,000 and invited visitors into her
home in aid of charity.
She had intended to call it a day, but a
request from her granddaughter caused
her to change her mind.

On the 24th Christmas Eve starts at
5am where the adults wake up to
prepare the big breakfast which
includes bread, milk, coffee, pastries
etc. We normally take a while eating
our breakfast before go onto
preparing dinner, we skip lunch as we
have a big breakfast. By 7pm things
start going in the oven. As it’s the 24th
we have meat for dinner, roast dinner
which includes a lot of veggies and
potatoes alongside it. We start eating
by 8.30pm and we normally finish at
about 100.30 after desserts and
drinks. Kids under the age of 11 have
to go to sleep by 10 so they eat
earlier. 25th, the day everyone opens
their presents early around 10.30am
we give everyone breakfast first that
timing for dinner isn’t pushed back.

Only toys are allowed to be
played with, new clothes cannot
be worn until the next day. No
specific reason for that, that’s just
how it goes.
25th is fish day, we have cod
which takes all day to get ready.
Desserts on that day is the
traditional King cake which is
Portugal is called Bolo Rei.
Last day of Christmas for us, the
26th, is the day we go around
another relative’s house
for the gifts. That’s the day
where we can wear our
new clothes. For food it’s
normally just a buffet of
quick foods. We do singing
and watch lots of movies.
That’s our Christmas!
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Competition:
Have you got what it takes to answer the questions for our
Christmas quiz?
1.

In a popular children’s Christmas film, who tries to steal Christmas , by stealing all the presents from the Who’s of
Whoville?

2.

How many ghosts are there in A Christmas Carol?

3.

Which milk-based beverage is available around the Christmas holidays and comes in both alcoholic and non-alcoholic
versions?

4.

What name is given to small sausages wrapped in bacon, a staple at a British Christmas dinner?

5.

The red and white costume of Father Christmas was allegedly first introduced by which drinks manufacturer?

6.

What is a female turkey called?

7.

Which Christmas food is it considered good luck to eat one of on each of the 12 days of Christmas?

8.

Which type of tree was the partridge sitting in, according to a well-known Christmas song?

9.

In the UK, the day after Christmas is celebrated as as what holiday?

10.

How do you say “Merry Christmas” in Spanish?

11.

How many reindeer drive Santa Claus’ sleigh (counting Rudolph)?

12.

The legend of Santa Claus is associated with which saint or monk?

13.

Traditionally, kids leave out snacks for Santa Claus. What are these snacks?

14.

In the carol, “Jingle Bells,” what kind of a sleigh is mentioned?

15.

On the tenth day of Christmas, what does my true love give to me?

16.

What red-chested type of bird is commonly associated with Christmas?

17.

What plant with white berries has a Christmas tradition that you need to kiss if you meet someone under it?

18.

What small mythological creatures are said to work for Santa Claus in the North Pole?

For a chance to go into the January prize draw, email your answers, titled ‘Prize Draw’ , to
victorybugle@ormistonvictoryacademy.com.
The winning entry will be chosen at random.
ALL ENTRY EMAILS MUST HAVE ‘PRIZE DRAW COMPETITION IN THE SUBJECT BOX.

CHRISTMAS CRACKERS

CHANCE TO
WIN FAB
PRIZES!

Who delivers presents to baby sharks at Christmas?
Santa Jaws!
What do you get if you cross Santa with a duck?
A Christmas Quacker!
What is the best Christmas present in the world?
A broken drum, you just can't beat it!
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—JESSIE, YEAR 9—

—MAISIE, YEAR 9—

—IZZY, YEAR 9—
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Doctor Who is
Returning
Josh, YEAR 8
Doctor who is returning for an
exciting new years special, The
original cast is staying the same but
Bradley Walsh is joining the Tardis
Crew!
It is very exciting as some of the
main monsters have had a bit of a
redesign, the Cybermen have
received an upgrade, as well as the
Daleks! So make sure to tune in
on January 1st New years day for
the exciting new years special!

—YEAR 9 SCULPTURE—

BOOK REVIEW
SKULDUGGERY PLEASANT—Derek landy
LEAH, YEAR 7—JUNIOR LITERARY REPORTER
Skulduggery Pleasant is a book
series by Derek Landy. It
consists of 12 books throughout
two seasons plus multiple
novellas. An estimated 17
million copies of the book have
been sold world-wide.
The main characters
(Skulduggery Pleasant,
Stephanie Edgley/ Valkyrie
Cain, Tanith Low, Ghastly
Bespoke, Omen Darkly and
China Sorrows) embark on
mystifying adventures, going
against all sorts of horrific
villains and revealing some dark
secrets along the way.
Throughout the books, the story
is mostly set in Ireland in a
magical, concealed place called
The City of Roarhaven, formerly
known as just Roarhaven.
In my opinion, Skulduggery
Pleasant is one of my favourite
books, ranking high in my lists.
Its genres are Fantasy and SciFi and that’s why I love them. If
you like those kinds of books, I
highly recommend this series.

“Everyone
underestimates you.
You’re stronger than
they know. You’re
stronger than you
know.”.”

Darkness
REUBEN,YEAR 8
One there was nothing in the whole time and
space and a darkness came across the
universe . Never ending but staying forever. A
darkness that could not end. A darkness that
had been living for quadrillions of years. A
darkness ,that was death. But then of
course ,when we are before the universe it
must be created it happened just 10 days after
nothing and in this book it happened
now.BANG! BOOM! EXPLOSION SOUND
EFFECT. Universe created and time and space
are here and light to fight the darkness.When
the universe created light.It was not just lampe
the talking the lamp or steve the light bulb it was
also living light ,to fight the darkness.A creature
that could not be harmed by energy but take it to
have ultimate power of perfection.BUT we are
not here to chat about them no . We are here to
watch a battle between fire and ice, light and
dark ,destruction and creation and
life ,because when there can be living light
there must be an equal ,remember the
darkness before time itself well my friend that
rose from the ashes like a flaming phoenix .
Well, not like a flaming phoenix because it is
pure evil, has a heart as cold as ice and is able
to destroy time ITSELF! But when the universe
was made and light became alive the darkness
was weak and tired ,it was angry. The universe
had destroyed them and weakened them to the
point of death.So they fought out of anger, they
fought out of rage ,they fought, out of death.
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Baraza
Google Classroom code:
fj291a
Charity
Google Classroom Code:
5owu62r

Follow us @victoryacad

“U NEXPECTED KINDNESS IS THE
MOST POWERFUL , LEAST COSTLY ,
AND MOST UNDERRATED AGENT
OF HUMAN CHANGE .”
― B OB K ERREY
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The Experiment
KAINE, YEAR 11
I was supposed to be the best. Father
created multiple of us and I was the
closest to success. However I was still
flawed and so father continued to create
more of us, I was still the closest to
success though. My father was tasked
with creating humans using science.
Putting genes from other humans
together and creating physical bodies to
create us. Of course, he hasn’t been
successful yet and he continues to try.
Most of us stay in our own rooms given to
us by father but others like to wander
around the lab or go outside. Going

outside is risky though, we aren’t
allowed and if we get caught it’ll be the
last thing we do. After father has
created us he keeps us based on
whether he thinks he can change us to
be more human or not. If he thinks we
can’t be changed we get scrapped.
Torn apart and used as spare parts for
the others he’s going to create.
Most of us are scrapped after losing
control. Father isn’t sure why but
sometimes after creating us we seem to
have a second conscious within us, it
doesn’t help us in any way. We have to
keep it held back as to avoid being
scrapped. Running into one of us when
this other side has control isn’t fun
either, I’ve ran into many of my siblings
while they were like that and it almost
resulted in my death multiple times. We
lose any sense of human nature, we
turn animalistic, we attack anything we
see. The most prominent flaw I have is
slow reaction time.
One of the worst encounters I had with
one of my siblings could’ve been
avoided had my reaction time been
better. I came across them, they were
hunched over gripping their head in

pain. I called out their name, a name that
has been erased from my memories, and
they turned to face me. I watched as their
eyes changed from the shining silver
they always were, to a dark endless pit.
They ran at me, and I didn’t move.
Before I knew it, I was pinned to the floor
with my sibling digging his nails which
seemed to turn into claws into my
stomach and chewing off parts of my
neck. I would’ve tried to push him off but
another flaw of mine is my body locking
up. I couldn’t move, I could only lay there
as me body was being ripped to shreds.
Eventually he was pulled off of me and
dragged away. I watched him as he tried
desperately to fight back, his old self
back in control. We all knew what would
happen to him and despite being
attacked by him I didn’t want to see him
go. Father looked at me with a
disapproving look, my flaws always
bothered him. He picked me up and
carried me back to my room, leaving me
in there for my body to heal itself. I can’t
say I like this place, I see too many
siblings get scrapped and we are treated
like objects. I only have to put up with it
for another week, then we can get out of
here, we can get away, we can live a
normal life.

Veterans Inc.
MATTHEW, YEAR 11
Ting ting ting was the sound the very few coins in my
polystyrene cup made. I tried not to look up at the people
when they walked past. When they walk past I hear
marching soldiers at a parade. I hear people talking about
me saying ‘What a mess’ and ‘How could anyone ever let
themselves get like that?’
It’s been around three and a half years, and the street have
been my home even though it’s been so long I haven’t got
used to it, especially the cold winters where I can’t afford to
waste my money on food, only the essentials to keep me
warm.
I never beg. I wouldn’t be able to live with myself if I
did. Going from a uniformed soldier to a begging rat would
be my last bit of dignity gone. I still wear my medals to this
day.
I wake up one morning not being kicked or stuff being
thrown at me but a man stroking my arm and I smell a
strong aftershave that I could almost taste.
I opened my eyes and it was a suited man who said,
‘Excuse me soldier. Please allow me to help you up.’
I replied, ‘Soldier? I haven’t been called that in years.’
The man helped me up and took me in his car which had
his chauffeur, we both got into the back seats.
The suited man said to me, ‘Rest now. We’ll talk later.’

It was warm in the car and was hard not to fall asleep so I rested my
eyes and passed out.
We arrived at a massive building which seemed to have about fifty
floors. In big bold letters on the outside it read ‘VETERANS’ and I
thought to myself that it couldn’t be possible this man might actually
care who I am.
We went into a cosy office where I was given a full English breakfast
and a hot drink. The smell was like nothing I had ever smelt before
and I thought I could possibly be dead! I ate my meal and the man
started talking.
He said, ‘I hope you’re feeling better now?’
I smiled.
‘I haven’t introduced myself. I’m Michael Work and I own
Veterans Inc.,’ he said.
I realised I could get my life back.
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FOOTBALL FRENZY

Republic and either Scotland, Israel,
Norway or Serbia. I predict that England
and Croatia will proceed to the next
round.

EURO 2020 GROUP STAGE
RIO, YEAR 9—Sports reporter
The group stage for Euro 2020 has
been announced and some they will be
very entertaining to watch.
Group A will be played in Rome and
the previous Europa League hosts
Baku. The group consists of Italy (who
will have a home advantage),
Switzerland, Turkey and Wales. I
predict that Italy, Switzerland and
Wales will proceed to the knockout
round.
Saint Petersburg and Copenhagen will
be the host cities for group B. The
countries participating in this group will
be Belgium, Russia (who will have a

In group A Real Madrid and PSG
drew 2-2 with Benzema scoring a
brace and then Mbappe and new
signing Sarabia equalised in quick
succession. On the other side of the
group Galatasaray drew to a 9 men
Club Brugge. Buyuk scored quite
early for Galatasaray and Diatta
scored in the 92nd minute and it was
Diatta and Mata who got sent off in
the 93rd minute. This means that
PSG and Real Madrid have qualified
for the Round of 16.

home advantage), Denmark and Finland
which this is the first time that they’ve
qualified for a major tournament. I predict
that Belgium, Denmark and Russia will
qualify for the last 16.
The host cities for group C are
Amsterdam and Bucharest. The countries
playing in group C are Ukraine,
Netherlands (who will have a home
advantage), Austria and either Georgia,
Belarus, Macedonia or Kosovo. I predict
that the Netherlands and Austria will
place 1st and 2nd in the group.
In group D the host cities will be London
and Glasgow. England (who will have a
home advantage), Croatia, Czech
Gundogan scored for City and
Soloman scored for Shakhtar.
Atalanta beat Dinamo Zagreb 2-0
as they are trying to claw back from
their previous bad performances in
the Champions League. Muriel
scored a penalty and Gomez
scored the other. This means that
Man City have won the group and
to get the other spot in the next
round it’s going to be a fight
between Shakhtar Donetsk, Dinamo
Zagreb and Atalanta.
In group D Bayer Leverkusen beat
Lokomotiv Moscow 2-0 with
Zhemaletdinov scoring an own goal
and Bender scoring the other. The
big teams played against each
other who were Juventus and
Atletico Madrid and the game
ended 1-0. This means that
Juventus have finished top of the
group and it’s between Atletico and
Leverkusen to get the 2nd place in
the group.

Spurs and Olympiacos finished 4-2
as El-Arabi and Semedo scored
quick goals for Olympiacos but then
Spurs fired back with Alli, Aurier and
a brace for Kane. Bayern Munich
absolutely blew Red Star Belgrade
out of the water as they won 6-0.
Goretzka and Tolisso scored whilst
Lewandowski scored 4 goals in 14
minutes. This means that Bayern
and Spurs have qualified for the
knockout rounds.
Man City are still in a dry patch as
they drew 1-1 to Shakhtar Donetsk
as Man City are struggling without
Aymeric Laporte as he’s injured.

Liverpool and Napoli played again
and drew 1-1 which is different
compared to the other games they
have played against each other.
Dries Mertens scored for Napoli and
Lovren surprisingly scored for
Liverpool. Genk continue their

The host cities for group E are Bilbao
and Dublin. In group E Spain (who will
have a home advantage), Poland,
Sweden and either Bosnia, Northern
Ireland, the Republic of Ireland or
Slovakia will be participating in this
group. I predict that Spain, Poland and
Sweden will get past the group stage.
The teams in group F will play in Munich
and Budapest. The teams in this group
are Germany (who will have a home
advantage), France, Portugal and either
Iceland, Romania, Bulgaria or Hungary. I
predict that France, Portugal and
Germany will proceed out of this group
of death.

Football frenzy
Champions league game week 5
RIO, YEAR 9—Sports reporter
horrible form in the Champions League as they
lose 4-1 to in-form RB Salzburg. Daka, Takumi,
Hwang and the bright prospect Erling Braut
Haland all scored for Salzburg and Samatta
scored for Genk. This means that the only
secured position in the group is Genk in 4th
place. Liverpool, Napoli and Salzburg are all
fighting for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place.

In the group of death Barcelona beat Borussia
Dortmund 3-1 which is expected as they have a
lot higher quality of players. The players that
scored for Barca are Suarez, Messi and new
signing Griezmann although it was the english
talent Sancho who brought back a goal for
Dortmund. On the other side of the group Inter
Milan beat Slavia Prague 3-1 with Martinez
scoring a brace and Lukaku getting the other
and Soucek scored a penalty.
This means that Barca have
Continued
qualified but Inter and
overleaf
Dortmund have to fight for the
other place.
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Football frenzy
BALLON D’OR
RIO, YEAR 9—Sports reporter

The Ballon d’Or is
probably the most prestigious football
awards ceremony presented by France
Football.
There are 30 nominees and football
journalists worldwide vote for their top five
out of the nominees. From last year they
also introduced a female section called
The Ballon d’Or Feminin which Megan
Rapinoe won with Lucy Bronze finishing
second and Alex Morgan third.
They also introduced the Kopa Trophy last
year where Mbappe won but this year De
Ligt won with Jadon Sancho coming
second and Joao Felix grabbing third.
This year they introduced the Yachine
award (named after legendary goalkeeper
Lev Yashin) for goalkeepers because they
don’t normally win trophies at the
ceremony. Alisson won this inaugural
award with Ter Stegen finishing second
and Ederson finishing third which is the
exact same top three as FIFA’s award.
The main event resulted in Messi winning
his sixth Ballon d’Or as he got 0.3% of the
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In the final group Ajax beat Lille 2-0 as Lille haven’t won a
single match this season in the Champions League yet.
Ziyech grabbed an early goal and Promes scored the other.
Chelsea and Valencia met again and they drew 2-2 with Soler
and Wass scoring for Valencia and Kovacic and Pulisic
scoring for Chelsea. This means that Ajax, Valencia and
Chelsea have to fight it out to get the last two spots in the
round of 16 although that means that Lille will be crashing out
of the competition.

TOP NBA NEWS OF DECEMBER
ANONYMOUS
The Top NBA (Basketball) news of December is:
1- Steph Curry’s injured wrist what has affected Golden State
Warriors this season along with Klay Thompson Injured
2-Los Angeles Lakers and Milwaukee Bucks are leading this
season with high amount of points this is because of Lebron
James on the Lakers and Giannis Antetokounmpo on
the Milwaukee Bucks .

Finishing off the top 10 is Mbappe, Alisson,
Lewandowski, Bernardo Silva and
controversially Riyad Mahrez finishing 10th.

Fun Facts about Norwich City

Rio, year 9
In group G Leipzig and Benfica drew 2-2 as Pizzi and Vinicius
scored for Benfica and Leipzig pulled it back as Forsberg
scored a brace in the 90th and 95th minute so it was really
close. Shockingly in the other match of this group Zenit beat
Lyon 2-0 as Lyon is a much better team than Zenit. Dzyuba
and Ozdoyev both scored a goal for Zenit which keeps them
in the Champions League. This means that Benfica are out
and other than that anyone in this group can qualify.

vote over Virgil Van Dijk who came second.
The old contender Ronaldo came third but
didn’t even turn up to the ceremony as he
decided to go to the Serie A awards instead
as he knew that he wouldn’t win anything.
Sadio Mane finished fourth as he won the
Champions League and took Senegal to the
final of AFCON. Another Liverpool attacker
came fifth in Mo Salah as he won the
Champions League.

JAYE-MARIE, YEAR 8
1.

By the 18th century Norwich was famous for its canaries
and today Norwich football team is nicknamed the
Canaries.

2.

Ownership. Norwich City FC is a public limited company
that, in 2003, comprised approximately 8,000 individual
shareholdings. Since purchasing their shares from
Geoffrey Watling, Delia Smith and husband Michael Wynn
-Jones have been joint majority shareholders.

3.

Onel Hernandez was the first Cuban player for Norwich
City.

4.

Norwich City has the 37th-highest home attendance
record (43,984) of English football clubs. The top 10
record home attendances of English football clubs are:
Tottenham Hotspur, Manchester City, Manchester United,
Chelsea, Everton, Aston Villa, Sunderland, Charlton
Athletic, Arsenal, Sheffield Wednesday.

5.

Facts about Max Aarons. Maximillian James Aarons (born
4 January 2000) is an English footballer who plays for
Premier League club Norwich City. He is primarily a rightback, but can also play as a left-back. Max Aarons is a
defender playing for Norwich City and an England under
21s player Max number is 2.

